
ZOMBIE
T h e   R u l e s

CD AG SG DC ME Special Rules
Zombie 0 0 0 2 4 The Living Dead, Hunger, Infection

S p e c i a l   R u l e s
The  Living  Dead
• Suppression is never applied to Zombies and has no effect on them. Zombies are not subject to squad cohesion and   
 may never take command actions. 
• If a lethality roll against a zombie is failed, do not roll on the casualty table, The attack has no effect. 
• If Night Fighting rules are being used, Zombies all add 1” to their movement. They are otherwise unaffected by   
 Night Fighting rules.
• Zombies are immune to hazardous environment or weather rules.

Shambling Movement
Zombies move D6” every time they make a movement action. 

Hunger
Zombies have very little instinct left and will always move towards noise made in the hope of finding food. When 
activating a Zombie, or group of Zombies they will always move towards the closest, largest number of noise tokens. 
Zombies will always move towards noise tokens, regardless of drops and other hazards. They can climb any obstacle 
up to the height of the Zombie model.

To represent this in games of SpectreZombie: Operations, use a token to represent ‘noise’
Noise tokens are placed whenever certain actions are made. Noise tokens are placed next to the model that performs 
the requisite action, when it is performed and then removed at the start of the following turn. Zombies never 
generate Noise

The amount of tokens placed and when are listed below:

Unsuppressed ranged attack 3 tokens
Moving, unless moving tactically 1 token
Combat Sprint 2 token at the start of the move and 2 token at the end of the move
Throwing action 2 tokens where the thrown item lands

Infection
If a Zombie kills a non Zombie in combat, place the model prone. The following Command Phase, that model becomes 
a zombie, using the profile listed above. All equipment and weapons are discarded, with the exception of any body 
armour the model was equipped with, which will still be worn by the Zombie. 



S p e c i a l   Z o m b i e  T p e s
The following rules may be used to represent certain archetype Zombies for your games. We suggest only using 
1 special Zombie for every 5 regular Zombies as a guide, although having all Zombies as Runners can make for a 
particularly fun game! You can also Combine Zombie types, Such as a Runner Brute, or Runner, Brute, Bloater Zombie 
for particularly entertaining effects.

Runners 
Runners always move 2D6”

Bloater
Bloaters will explode when they move within 2” of a non Zombie model, or when it is killed. When the model 
explodes, place a 2” AoE template centred over the Bloater, before it is removed. Any non Zombie caught under or 
touched by the blast is subject to the following attack:

Class RI LTY PEN Special

Bloater Explosion - 6+ - AoE 2”

Brute 
All attacks made against the Brute suffer -2 to Lethality rolls made against them. 

Screamer
This Zombie always counts as having the largest amount of noise tokens, and Zombies will always move towards it, 
regardless of any other source. The Screamer always moves towards the closest non-Zombie model, ignoring Noise 
tokens. 

New  Command  Action  for  Survivors
Make some noise

Place 3 noise tokens in base contact with the model performing the action.

New  Equipment
Noise Maker

The Noise maker can either be dropped or thrown. Wherever it is placed or lands, it will 
generate 3 noise tokens for 2 turns.
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